Generation of 2011 Japan ´s Tsunami
The massive destructive 2011 Japan ´s tsunami is generated due to the largest fault slip occurrence. With this regard, the fault or the boundary between two tectonic plates of the Pacific plate and a portion of the North American plate in the Japan trench slipped approximately about 164 feet (50 meters) ( Figure 2 ). Other similarly large magnitude earthquakes, including the 9.1 Sumatra event in 2004, resulted in a 66-to-82 foot (20-to-25 meter) slip on the fault.
Figure2. Subduction of 2011 Japan earthquak.
A thick layer of clay is seated on the top of the Pacific plate, which is stepping pulled under a portion of the North American plate. By way of the Pacific, plate plunges into a trench off the coast of Japan, small portions of the clay grow smeared along the plate tectonics. That clay holds water, reducing it reasonably greasy, which was accountable for permitting the incredibly huge slip are declared near the trench (Figure 3 ).
Figure3. Japan trench location
The abrupt slips throughout an earthquake can create massive quantities of heat and to expel sections of the fault zone itself. The earthquake formed a 600° to 1,200°C temperature, which expanded the amount of friction. Then, fault slip was generated by clay lubrication. During 2011 Japan"s earthquake, the plates are crushed together at this trench, which horizontal shift plunges up enough seawater to generate the killer tsunami that hit Japan.
Path of 2011 Japan's Tsunami Propagation
The tsunami waves propagated crosswise the Pacific, arriving in Alaska, Hawaii, and Chile. In Chile, some 11,000 miles (17,000 km) distant, the tsunami was 6.6 feet (2 meters) high when they approached the shore (Figure 4 ). The surge of water brought an estimated five million tons of debris out to sea. Japanese docks and ships, and countless household items have arrived on U.S. and Canadian shores in the ensuing years. It is clear that the tsunami wave approached the South China Sea within 3 hours and moved into coastal waters of Malaysia within 6 hours ( Figure 4 ). In addition, Figure 5 shows the whole house drifted by the 2011 tsunami and current pattern of Pacific Ocean which traveled toward U.S coastal waters within 3 years ( Figure 6 ).
Figure5
. Debris of house in the Pacific Ocean [28] Figure 6 shows several thousand bodies were washed out to sea following the disaster and while most of the limbs will come apart and break down in the water, feet encased in shoes will float towards the coastal water of North America [28] .
Figure6. Trajectory movements of 2011 Japan' tsunami debris [28] 1.3. Why did a Whirlpool form in a Japanese Harbor after the Tsunami Hit?
The main feature was observed during 2011 Japan"s tsunami was a whirlpool (Figure 7 ). Whirlpools occur owing to the interface between running water, shallow sea bed and coastline "s geological features. In other words, there is great friction produced due to the interaction of water with shallow bathymetry. With this regard, the friction has reduced the speed of running water and generated rotating turbulent flow in the shape of Whirlpools.
Figure7.
Tsunami wave generated whirlpools along the coastal water of Japa.
Energy Delivered from 2011 Japan's Tsunami
Kitanidis [28] stated the surface energy of the seismic waves approximately of1.9×10 17 joules have been delivered 2011 Japan"s earthquake. This amount was double of the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami. However, the seismic moment (M 0 ), of a physical size for 2011 Japan "s tsunami of 3.9×10 22 joules, was slightly less than the 2004 Indian Ocean quake [30] . In addition, a peak ground acceleration was about 2.99 g (29.33 m/s 2 ). The largest individual recording in Japan was 2.7 g, in Miyagi Prefecture, 75 km from the epicenter; the highest reading in the Tokyo metropolitan area was 0.16 g [29-31].
Four-Dimensional Theories and Concept
Hitherto developmentally remote sensing technology disables to implement n-dimensional and is just constrained to simulate three-dimensional of any object on the ground.Though, n-dimensional newly is an interesting theme for mathematicians and physicians. String theory, M-theory, and Supergravity are most well known n-dimensional theories. String theory, consequently, proposed that the universe is shaped in multiple dimensions: (i) height, (ii) width, and (iii) length compose three-dimensional space; and (iv) time contributes an entirety of four observable dimensions. String theories, nonetheless, continued the probability of ten dimensionsthe remaining six of which human capability cannot depiction precisely. Thus supergravity theory that fuses the theories of supersymmetry and general relativity. Further, Supergravity theory has played an important part in verifying the basic of the 11 th dimension. To close, M-theory conjoins the five various string theories (along with a subsequently discarded challenge to fuse General Relativity and Quantum Mechanics called 11-D-Supergravity) into one theory [1] [14] . M-theory, yonder hypothetically, can assume an assembly of developing a unified theory of all of the elementary potencies of nature. Challenges to contact M-theory for investigating typically converge on compactifying (i.e., theory with respect to one of its space-time dimensions) and its extra dimensions to construct candidate models of our four-dimensional world.Though, the geometry of 4-dimensional (4-D) space is abundant extra convoluted than that of 3-dimensional space, because of the extraordinary degree of freedom. Consequently,4-D involves 4-polytopes which are formulated of polyhedral ( Figure 8 ). In addition, 4-D also contains 6 convex regular 4-polytopes, which are the analogs of the Platonic solids. Therefore, relaxing the conditions for reliability spawns an additional 58 convex uniform 4-polytopes, corresponding to the 13 semi-regular Archimedean solids in three dimensions [1, 15] . Therefore, as 3-D beings, it cannot transfer freely in time, but in 4-D it could be achievable. In this context, 4-D can distinguish three-dimensional and it cannot be conveyed to Euclidean space which suggests that fourth-dimension is spatial.Therefore, 4-D can be generated algebraically, by utilizing the regulations of vectors and coordinate geometry to a space in 4-D [2, 14, 15] .
Figure8. The concept of Four-dimensional
A vector for instance, with four elements (a 4-tuple), particularly can be instigated to attitude as an object in 4-D. Space is a Euclidean space, which has a metric and norm. Further, all directions are handled as the same: the added dimension is incoherent from the other three. Consequently, 4-D space has an extra coordinate axis, orthogonal to the other three, which is usually labeled w as compared to 3-D. A position along the w axis can be called spissitude. To comprehend the nature of 4-D. With this regard, space, a device called dimensional analogy is commonly employed. The dimensional analogy is the study of how (n −1) dimensions correlate to n-dimensions and then supposing how n dimensions would draw a parallel to (n + 1) dimensions [2, 15] . On the other hand, the n-dimensional establishment in the real world is still in a preliminary step. This is because the main limitation of human eyes to visualize objects in 2-D and by the assistance of computer graphic algorithms can step in 3-D. Though there are great advances in remote sensing technology, which can provide 3-D maps through LIDAR, TanDAM TerraSAR -X etc., the human eyes are restricted to view 2-D or 3-D objects and not able to be viewed in ndimension. In free space universe, there are parallel coordinates which can view the universe in ndimensional. One of the accurate remote sensing technique for 3-D visualization is interferometry synthetic aperture radar techniques. Yet, the performance of the interferometric phase estimation suffers seriously from poor image coregistration. Interferogram filtering algorithms such as an adaptive contoured window, pivoting mean filtering, pivoting median filtering, and adaptive phase noise filtering are the main methods for the conventional InSAR interferometric phase estimation [16] . Recently, Marghany [12] implemented hologram interferometry for shoreline change. Marghany [13] introduced a new technique to reconstruct 4-D from hologram interferometry for optical remote sensing and ENVISAT ASAR data. However, these studies do not explain clearly the mathematical formula used to reconstruct 4-D. In fact, 4-D is required to formulate mathematical protocols to be implemented in several applications [15] .
Hypotheses and Objective
The concern with the above perspective, we address the question is how to reconstruct 4-D from 3-D? This study postulates that 4-D can be implied from 3-D phase unwrapping of optical hologram interferometry. As a matter of fact, optical interferometry is a powerful approach to measure shifts of the stability of electromagnetic wavelength spectra. One significant limitation of common interferometric methods is that they require specular reflectors. This limitation can be removed by utilizing holography, allowing very small motions of arbitrary, diffusely reflecting, objects to be detected.
The main novelty of this study is to derive a new formula for 4-D hologram interferometry phase unwrapping Hybrid Genetic Algorithm (HGA [31] Holographic interferometry (HI) is a method which permits static and dynamic dislocations of objects with optically rough surfaces to be computed to optical interferometric accuracy (i.e., too a small percentage of a wavelength of electromagnetic spectra of visible bands). These quantities can be implemented to stress, strain and vibration analysis, besides to non-destructive testing [31] [32] [33] . For instance, fluid flow visualization can be implemented using the vibration of the electromagnetic wavelength through the fluid. In this regard, the fluid velocity changes can be represented by contours that indicate the deformation of the fluid surface. Joud et al., [32] reported that holography is the two-phase procedures of digital recording of a diffracted electromagnetic wave which scattered from an object, and functioning of image rendering. This procedure can be accomplished with conventional photographic plates or with a digital sensor array, in digital holography.
The two fields will be indistinguishable when the verified field is covered by the electromagnetic waves scattered from the object. Uncertainty, nonetheless, a minor distortion has affected the object, the relative stages of the two light fields will modify, and it is possible to detect interference. This practice is recognized as holographic interferometry. The deformation, which is recorded from the holographic interferometry is represented as fringe patterns which are termed as 'frozen fringe' holography [ E is electromagnetic spectra which presents in two RapidEye satellite data. Both electromagnetic spectra waves interfere at the surface of point in space or time. Hence, their amplitudes will add as a vector. If one of these is a plane wave pointing in the z-direction and the other is a spherical wave, then it can be described by O (x , y ) ) ) )( E 2 (x , y ) e (iϕ R (x , y )) ) * + ( E 2 (x , y ) e (iϕ R (x , y )) ) ( E 1 (x , y ) e (iϕ O (x , y )) ) * (1.0) where E is the complex amplitude of the object wave with real amplitude E 1 and phase ϕ O , E 2 is the complex amplitude of the reference wave with real amplitude E 2 and phase ϕ R and * denotes the conjugate complex. The phase changes due to deformation can be obtained by using 2-DFFT into the above equation [21] Four-Dimensional of Japan Earthquake-Tsunami Disaster from Rapid Eye Satellite Data
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where FFT denote the Fourier spectra and f is the spatial frequency in the x and y directions, are the carry frequencies in the x and y directions, respectively [15] . Following De la Torre et al., [3] , 4-D holographic interferometry can be given by
are lobes for each illumination wavelength in RapidEye satellite data. The relative optical phase difference can be associated with a physical displacement through the sensitivity vector found in the hologram interferometry in two satellite data which can be expressed in 4-D as, 
where   and   are the unwrapped and wrapped phase differences in x,y,z,w respectively, and W represents user-defined weights. The summations are carried out in both x ,y, z, and w directions over all i,j,k, and p respectively [15] .
HYBRID GENETIC ALGORITHM (HGA)
The HGA algorithm relies on estimating the parameters of an n th order-polynomial to approximate the unwrapped surface solution from the wrapped phase data (Figure 9) [7] [15] . Any optimization problem using a genetic algorithm (GA) requires the problem to be coded into the GA syntax form, which is the chromosome form. In this problem, the chromosome consists of a number of genes where every gene corresponds to a coefficient in the n th -order surface fitting polynomial this can be extend into 4-D as follows [15] , 
Initial Solution and Population
Following Karout [7] , the initial solution is approximated using a "polynomial Surface-fitting weighted least-square multiple regression" method. The initial population is then generated based on the initial solution. In doing so, every g a in each chromosome in the population, a small number relying on the accuracy of the gene that is added or subtracted to the value of the gene as given by [14, 15] ,
where g a is the coefficient para meter stored in gene g, and  is a random number generated between the values in 4-D.  is said to be dominated by 2  .
Record Pareto Optimal Solutions
2. If there is no F   s.t.  dominates 0  , then 0  is the Pareto optimal solutions.
Fitness Evaluation
In this step, the quality of the solution is evaluated at every generation to determine the global optimum solution to the parameter estimation phase unwrapping problem [17, 19] . Therefore, the genes on a chosen chromosome to evaluate the approximated phase value at coordinates (i, j, k,p). Then, the obtained phase is subtracted from the contiguous pixel approximated phase value to retrieve the approximated unwrapped phase solution gradient. It is then subtracted from the gradient of the wrapped phase in the i, j, k and p direction [15, 18] .
Crossover and Mutation
Following Haupt and Haupt [6] , the two-point greedy continuous crossover is implemented in the crossover operator. Therefore, the crossover is less problematic than the mutation operator [17] . Thus, mutation operator concerns deliberate changes to a gene at random, to keep variation in genes and to increase the probability of not falling into a local minimum solution. It involves exploring the search space for new better solutions [6] . This proposed operator uses a greedy technique which ensures only the best fit chromosome is allowed to propagate to the next generation [5, 7, 15 ] 
Phase Matching
The accurate 4-D phase unwrapping can be obtained by phase matching algorithm which is suggested by Schwarz [20] . Consistent with Schwarz [20] , the phase matching algorithm is matched the phase of wrapped phase with the unwrapped phase by the given equation is a rounding function which is defined by    
and are i,j, k and p the pixel positions in x and y,z,w directions, respectively [11, 15, 16, 20] .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The massive tidal wave has created by 9.0 Richter magnitude earthquake and hit Japan with incredible force On March 11, 2011, causing catastrophic devastation. During and post the events, the Earth observation technology including buoys, satellites and other imaging devices have allowed scientists and the media to visualize and track the impact of the event, mitigating the loss of life and property and supporting effective rescue efforts. Figure 10 shows the two RapidEye satellite data were acquired over Japan on September 5, 2010, and March 12, 2011 , respectively. The first image acquisition is pre-tsunami event while second image acquisition is posted the tsunami event of 2011. Evidently, huge damages have been caused by the Japan tsunami 2011 (Figure 10b ). This is contributed due to fact that Rapid Eye has five distinct bands of the electromagnetic spectrum: Blue (440-510 nm), Green (520-590 nm), Red (630-690 nm), Red-Edge (690-730 nm) and Near-Infrared (760-880 nm). The nominal resolution on the ground is 5 meters, corresponding to NIIRS 2 with daily revisit time [15] . The HI implemented to visible bands in fact, the infrastructures and urban are accurately imaged in visible bands compared to NIR. The comparison between 2-D phase unwrapping; 3-D phase unwrapping; and 4-D phase unwrapping is shown in Figure 11 . The hologram interferometry fringe pattern is more vibrant by using 4-D phase unwrapping as compared to other phase unwrapping dimensions i.e. 2-D and 3-D. Particularly, the complete cycle of hologram interferometry fringe pattern is certain with the 4-D phase unwrapping algorithm. In this regard, 4-D holographic interferometry fringes produced by using Hybrid Genetic Algorithm based on Pareto Optimal Solutions. It is interesting to find that the proposed algorithm has produced clear feature detection of infrastructures. In fact, the proposed algorithm has minimized the error in interferogram cycle due to the low coherence in water and vegetation zones and along the coastline due to tsunami impact. This could be the improvement of such previous work of Hussein et al. [5] , Karout [7] ; Marghany [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . Figure 12 shows the 4-D hologram interferometry. It shows that the tsunami run-up was approximately 9m height and caused deformation of 20 m along coastline and inland. It is shown also 7 m of water flow through the river. Figure 13 shows the 4-D visualization derived from hologram interferometry. Obviously, the 4-D visualization distinguishes between infrastructures and buildings. With this regard, coding 2-D of RapidEye data into 4-D can visualize much information about urban features, i.e., building, infrastructures, and roads in spite of the great damages caused by the tsunami wave. In addition, it is clear that 4-D shows details of turbulent water flow through the river. Indeed, the hologram interferometry is considered as a deterministic algorithm which is described here to optimize a triangulation locally between two different points. This corresponds to the feature of deterministic strategies of finding only sub-optimal solutions usually. This confirms that optical interferometry is a robust means for evaluating displacements of the order of a wavelength of electromagnetic spectra. Therefore, involving a hologram can assist in recovering the matter of specular reflection beside permitting tiny changes of random, diffusely replication, and objects to be identified [22] . The visualization of the infrastructures is sharp by 4-D phase unwrapping based Hybrid Genetic Algorithm. These results deliver an excellent promising for 4-D reconstruction using 4-D phase unwrapping of hologram interferometry. This study is improving the work done by Marghany [14] . Furthermore, adding fourth coordinate p in the mathematical formula of 3-D HI shaped an excellent 4-D object visualization.
HGA assists to deliver 4-D image and not only discriminating the individual relaxed deformation but also sorting out impeding objects in 4-D. Generally, HGA corresponds the phase of the wrapped phase with guessed unwrapped phase to verify the best representation of the unwrapped phase. Consistent with Karout [7] , Saravana et al., [18] a genetic algorithm is used to approximate the coefficient of an n thorder polynomial which is considered as the best estimates for the unwrapped phase map. With this regard, it minimizes the variance between the unwrapped phase gradient and the wrapped phase gradient. The genetic algorithm uses an initial solution to speed convergence. The initial solution is achieved by unwrapping using a simple unwrapping algorithm and estimating the parameters of the polynomial using weighted least squares multiple regression. Furthermore, 4-D results obtained with the hybrid genetic algorithm exceed the performance of the 4-D phase unwrapping of hologram interferometry. In fact, hybrid genetic algorithm hierarchical by the number of miss-unwrapped, which is persuaded meander as the best population members created equivalent quantities of misalliances.
CONCLUSION
The 4-D phase unwrapping methods outlined are applicable to reconstruct 4-D visualization of tsunami effects using RapidEye data. The involving of Hybrid genetic algorithm to optimize the modification formula of hologram interferometry can permit the RapidEye data to be coded into 4-D.
The results show that the varieties of 2-D objects in RapidEye data can be visualized in 4-D. The fine structures of roads, urban, buildings and infrastructures are well visualized in 4-D. In conclusion, the modification and optimization of hologram interferometry formula hold excellent promise for 4-D object visualization in such optical satellite data of RapidEye.
